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ABSTRACT
Smart antennas represent a broad variety of antennas that differ in
their performance and transceiver complexity. The superior capa-
bilities of smart antennas, however, can be leveraged only through
appropriately designed higher layer network protocols, including at
the medium access control (MAC) layer. Although several related
works have considered such tailored protocols, they do so in the
context of specific antenna technologies. In this paper, we explore
the possibility for a unified approach to medium access control in
ad-hoc networks with smart antennas. We first present a unified rep-
resentation of the PHY layer capabilities of the different types of
smart antennas, and their relevance to MAC layer design. We then
define a unified MAC problem formulation, and derive unified MAC
algorithms from the formulation. Finally, using the algorithms de-
veloped, we investigate the relative performance trade-offs of the
different technologies under varying network conditions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Protocols

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Performance

Keywords
Ad-hoc networks, MAC layer, Smart antennas

1. INTRODUCTION
Smart antennas represent a broad variety of antennas that differ in

their performance and transceiver complexity, including switched-
beam antennas, steered-beam antennas, adaptive array antennas, and
multiple-input-multiple-output links. A switched-beam antenna
has a pre-determined antenna array pattern that can be pointed to
any of a small number of directions. The ability of such antennas to
concentrate power in a certain direction provides a directional gain.�
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Steered-beam antennas also have pre-determined patterns, but they
can be pointed to any of a near-continuous set of directions. While
steered-beam antennas are optimal in terms of signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) in free space with no interference, their performance dete-
riorates in a multipath environment where multiple copies of the
signal can arrive from different directions [1]. An adaptive array
receiver constructively combines the copies, yielding array gain,
which is the factor increase in the average SNR equal to the num-
ber of antennas [2]. If the antennas are sufficiently far apart, then
the likelihood of the deepest fades is decreased, corresponding to
diversity gain. A transmit digital adaptive array (DAA) can also
provide array and diversity gains, augmenting those of a receiver ar-
ray. Recently, the use of DAAs at both ends of the communication
link has gained consideration, resulting in a technology popularly
referred to as the multiple input multiple output (MIMO) tech-
nology. The presence of multiple elements at both ends of the link
creates independent channels in the presence of multipath or rich
scattering. Multiple independent data streams can be transmitted si-
multaneously (also known as spatial multiplexing) on these different
channels to provide extremely high spectral efficiencies [3].

The superior transmission, reception, and interference suppres-
sion capabilities of smart antennas have inspired the consideration
of their use in wireless ad-hoc networks that are inherently interfer-
ence limited. However, the capabilities of the antennas can be effec-
tively leveraged only through appropriate changes to higher layer
network protocols. Hence, in recent years, several related works
have investigated the question: What changes need to be made at
the medium access control (MAC) layer and above in order to lever-
age the unique capabilities of smart antenna technologies? [4–6].
However, a common characteristic of such related works is that they
focus on changes to higher layer protocols with respect to a single
antenna technology.

Despite the specific differences in the characteristics of the an-
tenna technologies, the fact that they still belong to the general um-
brella of smart antenna technologies leads to an interesting ques-
tion: Can the different smart antenna technologies be represented in
any unified form? Or consequently, can unified algorithmic frame-
works be developed for ad-hoc networks with smart antennas in gen-
eral? With this question as the basis, in this paper we explore the
problem of a unified approach to medium access control (MAC) in
ad-hoc networks with smart antennas. Such an endeavor has the
following benefits. First, a unified representation of the physical
layer capabilities of the different types of smart antennas can help
researchers see the relative merits of the technologies from the per-
spective of higher layer protocol design. Second, a unified problem
formulation, and subsequent derivation of unified algorithms will
enable specific aspects of the solutions developed for one class of
antennas to be re-used for other classes as long as there are similar
sub-problems. Finally, a unified MAC framework for the differ-



ent classes of smart antennas will provide a very good platform for
studying their relative performance trade-offs for varying network
conditions.

In this context, we make the following contributions toward de-
veloping a unified MAC layer framework for ad-hoc networks with
different types of smart antennas including omni-directional anten-
nas, switched-beam antennas, adaptive array antennas, and MIMO
links: (i) For the different antenna technologies, we identify the
physical layer capabilities, their relevance to the MAC layer design,
and MAC layer design considerations specific to the physical layer
capabilities, and capture them through a unified representation; (ii)
We provide a unified formulation of the problem of medium access
control in ad-hoc networks with smart antennas, and show how the
unified problem formulation can be applied to derive the specific
formulation for a given technology; (iii) We derive unified central-
ized algorithms based on the above problem formulation; (iv) Fi-
nally, using the proposed algorithms we investigate the relative per-
formance trade-offs of the different technologies, and identify key
insights into how the technologies compare under varying condi-
tions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
some physical layer background. Section 3 discusses the MAC layer
optimization considerations. Section 4 presents the problem formu-
lation. Section 5 describes the unified (centralized) MAC frame-
work. The relative performance of the antenna technologies are
compared and evaluated in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 discusses
related work, and conclusions are presented in Section 8.

2. PHY LAYER BACKGROUND

2.1 Switched Beam Antennas
Switched beam antennas employ multiple element arrays (MEAs)

at both ends of the link. In any MEA, the signal that is sent to each
of the antenna elements is weighted in both magnitude and phase be-
fore being transmitted. The specific set of weights that are applied to
the different antenna elements is responsible for the antenna (radia-
tion) pattern formed. In the case of switched beam antennas, a pre-
determined set of weights is used, each of which results in a beam
pointing to a particular direction with a high gain. Since the weights
are not required to be adapted, the complexity of the transceiver de-
sign is not significant. Note that the simplicity of not adapting the
weights also comes with a limitation when these antennas operate in
multi-path environments. Since the radiation pattern is fixed, when
signals arrive with a large angular spread ( � beam width) due to
multi-path scattering this leads to a degradation in performance.

2.2 Fully Adaptive Array Antennas
While the switched beam antennas use a pre-determined set of

weights for the antenna elements, the fully adaptive array antennas
can adapt their weights so as to maximize the resulting SNR. This
helps them cope with multi-path by adaptively changing their radia-
tion pattern to accommodate the scattering resulting from multipath.
However, this requires some feedback mechanism to help adjust the
weights. As a result the signal processing complexity involved is
more than that of a switched beam antenna. In addition to maximiz-
ing the gain for the desired signal, these antennas can also adaptively
null interference. A � element antenna is said to possess � degrees
of freedom (DOFs), wherein it can adaptively null ����� interfer-
ers completely even when they are uncorrelated with each other and
with the desired signal. The maximization of the average SNR can
be done by maximal ratio combining1 (MRC). The maximal ratio	

A PHY layer algorithm (mechanism) that determines the weights
that maximize the SNR.

combining is generally done at the receiver, where the channel con-
ditions can be estimated. However, for the transmitter to also help
in the maximization of SNR, it necessitates some apriori knowledge
of channel conditions at the transmitter too.

2.3 MIMO Links
A MIMO link employs digital adaptive arrays (DAAs) at both

ends of the link. In the simplest configuration, the incoming data
is demultiplexed into � streams, and each stream is transmitted out
of a different antenna with equal power, at the same frequency, with
the same modulation format, and in the same time slot2. This is
popularly referred to as spatial multiplexing. In fact, the above spa-
tial multiplexing approach is optimal in terms of capacity when the
transmitter array has no channel state information (CSI) [3]; hence
the approach is often referred to as open-loop MIMO (OL-MIMO).
At the receiver array, each antenna receives a superposition of all of
the transmitted data streams. However, each stream generally has a
different “spatial signature”, and these differences are exploited by
the receiver signal processor to separate the streams. On the other
hand, when dependent streams are transmitted on the different ele-
ments, then it amounts to providing diversity, the benefits of which
we explain in the subsequent section.

Another degree of classification of MIMO links is based on whether
or not the transmitter uses CSI with respect to the receiver. If CSI
is used at the transmitter, the MIMO link is referred to as closed-
loop MIMO (CL-MIMO). CL-MIMO is known to outperform OL-
MIMO under conditions of low SNR, correlated fading, and inter-
ference [7]. However, the CL-MIMO schemes require sophisticated
signal processing capabilities at both the receiver as well as trans-
mitter.

3. CROSS-LAYER CONSIDERATIONS
In this section, we first describe, for each of the antenna technolo-

gies, key PHY layer characteristics that are relevant to the MAC
layer design. We present the details in terms of the communica-
tion pattern, potential gains and interference suppression capabili-
ties. We then highlight key optimization goals that need to be ac-
counted for in the MAC layer design in terms of leveraging gains,
resource allocation and utilization, and scheduling. The problem
formulation and centralized algorithms presented in the later sec-
tions, accommodate these optimization considerations.

3.1 Switched Beam Antennas

3.1.1 Relevant PHY layer characteristics
Communication pattern: Switched beam antennas rely on direc-

tionality for their communication, where the transmitter and the re-
ceiver are capable of forming directional beams towards each other.

Potential gains: The ability of the switched beam antennas to
concentrate energy in a particular direction, provides an increase in
SNR with respect to the desired signal resulting in a directional gain
��

. This gain can be bounded by,
��� ��� (1)

in the case where both the transmitter and receiver knowing the di-
rection of transmission to each other [1]. � represents the number
of elements at either of the ends (assumed to be the same at both
ends for simplicity) and � represents the path loss component. How-
ever, the above equation is true only for an LOS environment. In the
case of multipath environments which are characterized by rich scat-

� Number of streams is actually determined by the rank of the chan-
nel matrix which in general is min( � , multipath components).



tering, the bound on the gain is determined by the scattering angle3

as the number of elements at both the ends increases [1]. Now, if
the number of elements at both the ends of the link is assumed to be� , and if the scattering angles at the transmitter and receiver are �
and � respectively, then
 �  
���
���������� �!�


 �  � �#"%$'&!(�)� * �
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(2)

The scattering angle saturates the gain beyond a certain number of
elements because for higher number of elements, the antenna gain
resulting from the increased elements is compensated by the loss of
energy outside the main beam but within the scattering angle. Un-
like in cellular environments, where the higher elevation of the base
station helps keep the scattering angle low, ad-hoc networks - espe-
cially in an indoor setting - will be characterized by large scattering
angles [1].

Interference suppression: These antennas do not provide flexible
interference suppression owing to the use of pre-determined beam
patterns. While they are considered to suppress interference along
the non-active beams, the presence of side lobes contributes to accu-
mulation of noise along these non-active beam directions and hence
brings the down the SNR of the desired signal.

3.1.2 MAC layer considerations
Leveraging gains: The ability to focus energy in specific direc-

tions increases the spatial reuse in the network, thereby increasing
the number of simultaneous parallel transmissions. We know that
the directional gain represents the increase in SNR over that of an
omni-directional element. But how does this gain help improve the
network performance? The directional gain can be used in one of
two ways4: (i) for a given probability of error on the link, the gain
can be used to increase the range of transmission/reception. This
would in turn reduce the number of hops for multi-hop flows and
hence increase the throughput. However, the interference range of a
single transmission will also be increased, and the degree of spatial
reuse in the network thereby reduced. The range extension factor
( -�. ) can be bounded by ( [1]),

-�. 0/1
 � 
 � 2435 (3)

and (ii) the gain can be used to increase the capacity of the link (with
no obvious negative side-effect). We know that the basic Shannon’s
upper bound on channel capacity (normalized to bandwidth) is given
by 6 �798;: � / �=<?> 2 (4)

Now, when the average SNR ( > ) is increased by a factor

@�

, there
is a relative logarithmic increase in capacity (

6
. ) to

6�A
which can

B
Angular spread within which significant energy of the transmitted

signal can be received when it arrives in the form of multiple re-
flected components.C

A third and orthogonal possibility is to help minimize power con-
sumption. However, we assume constant power in our discussions
and hence do not focus on this possibility.

be approximated as, 6
. 

6 A6ED �F< GIH�J � 
��GIH!J � > (5)

This increase in turn is achieved by means of using higher mod-
ulation rates for transmission/reception, while providing the same
probability of error. In effect, more bits are transmitted per symbol
(than in the case without the directional gain) while ensuring the
same probability of error on the link.

Resource allocation and utilization: Every node has a single re-
source (for transmission) which simplifies resource allocation and
utilization to the binary decision of gaining access to the channel or
not.

Scheduling: The availability of a single resource eliminates the
necessity to perform intelligent scheduling of links to leverage the
advantages of location based contention prevalent in shared wireless
channels [8].

3.2 Fully Adaptive Array Antennas

3.2.1 Relevant PHY layer characteristics
Communication pattern: As the name suggests, these antennas

are capable of adapting their beam pattern to maximize the SNR
of the desired signal. Hence, the notion shifts from directionality
to availability of resources for communication. Each transmitter
with � elements, uses a single resource to transmit the signal, while
using the remaining �K�'� resources (DOFs) for suppressing other
transmissions in its neighborhood.

Potential gains: The maximization of SNR achieved through the
use of MRC at the receiver results in an array gain. Assuming that
CSI is available at both the transmitter and receiver, the resulting
array gain


ML
can be bounded by ( [9]),
 L ONQP

(6)

where M and N are the number of antennas at the transmitter and
receiver respectively. While the gain from adaptive array antennas
does not degrade with an increase in the degree of multipath (scat-
tering angle) unlike switched beam antennas, yet, when the angular
spreads are significantly large at the transmitter and receiver, the low
correlation existing between the different signal components bounds
the gain as ( [9]), 
 L 0/%R N < R P 2 � (7)

In the case when all the DOFs are not used towards suppressing
interference, then the remaining DOFs can be used to provide di-
versity gain. The diversity gain reduces the probability of the signal
experiencing deep fades. While the array gain relates to the increase
in the mean of the SNR at the output of the combiner, the diversity
gain relates to the reduction in the variance of the SNR at the out-
put of the combiner, relative to its variance prior to combining. The
reduction in variance depends on the diversity order, which in turn
depends on the degree to which the multipath fading on the differ-
ent antenna elements is uncorrelated. The maximum diversity order
afforded by a link with M transmit antennas and N receive antennas
is MN. While array gain continues to grow as more antennas are
added, diversity gain tends to saturate [2].

Interference suppression: Adaptive array antennas are capable
of flexible interference suppression. While the number of DOFs
(resources) required for suppressing interference depends predomi-
nantly on the number of interfering streams transmitted, the strength
of the interference and their spatial correlation also plays a notable
role. Weak and highly correlated interference signals may not re-
quire as many DOFs to be sacrificed for suppression as the strong
ones, thereby helping the node potentially accommodate more trans-
missions in its neighborhood.



3.2.2 MAC layer considerations
Leveraging gains: As in the case of switched beam antennas, the

array and diversity gains of adaptive arrays can be used toward range
extension or capacity increase. However, if the resources at a node
are all used up in suppressing interference, then we can consider
array gain to be the dominant contributor, in which case, we obtain
the bound on range extension as [1],

-�. 0/1
 LS2435 (8)

Since the diversity gain deals with the variance in SNR (unlike the
array gain that deals with the mean SNR), the relation between di-
versity gain and number of elements is not direct. However, a mea-
sure of diversity, namely the diversity order can be directly related
to the number of elements. On the other hand, if capacity increase is
desired, then the average SNR ( > ) can be increased by a factor


TL
,

thereby resulting in a relative logarithmic increase in capacity (

6
. ),6

. 
6�A6 D �=< GUH!J � 
�LGIH�J � > (9)

Resource allocation and utilization: The channel can be visual-
ized to be composed of min(M,N) independent and parallel chan-
nels (called as “channel modes”) in the presence of rich multipath.
The data sent on each of these channels is generally referred to as a
stream. Each of these channel modes does not have the same gain
and hence, whenever a transmitter has a resource for transmission,
the strategy is to transmit the signal only on the strongest channel
mode (single stream) with all its power 5.

Scheduling: When a link belongs to more than one otherwise
non-overlapping contention regions6 (also termed bottleneck link),
the total number of transmissions in all those contention regions is
limited by the amount of resources at the bottleneck link which is
active. On the other hand, if the bottleneck link is passive, then its
resources can be overloaded to increase the number of transmissions
in each of those contention regions (if possible), thereby increasing
the utilization. We refer to this as the passive receiver overloading
problem. Hence, careful scheduling of the bottleneck links is essen-
tial for increasing the aggregate utilization of the network. Note that,
this problem is implicitly addressed in the case of omni-directional
and switched beam antennas, since there can be only one transmis-
sion in every contention region.

3.3 MIMO Links

3.3.1 Relevant PHY layer characteristics
Communication pattern: Communication using MIMO links can

also be modeled with the notion of “availability of resources”. The
difference from adaptive arrays is that the available resources (=
number of elements, say � ) can not only be used by receivers for
suppressing interference, but can also be used by the transmitter to
send multiple streams. The objective is still to maximize the SNR of
the link. However, the decoding strategy employed at the receiver
involves significant complexity.

Potential gains: A MIMO link can provide three types of gain:
array gain, diversity gain, and spatial multiplexing gain. If the mod-
ulation rates are assumed to be fixed, then array and diversity gains
primarily provide range extension as in adaptive array antennas,
while spatial multiplexing gain primarily provides higher data rates.
While for a transmit array to provide either array or diversity gain,
the data streams transmitted from the different antenna elements
must be dependent, this is not true for spatial multiplexing. MIMO
links provide spatial multiplexing gain in the presence of multipathV

This requires the knowledge of some CSI at the transmitter.W
Every link contends with every other link in the region.

or rich scattering, by simultaneously transmitting independent data
streams. This gain is defined as the asymptotic increase in the ca-
pacity of the link for every 3 dB increase in SNR [3].

Interference suppression: Similar to adaptive arrays, MIMO links
are also capable of flexible interference suppression, with the dif-
ference being that the resources saved from suppressing weak and
highly correlated interference signals may not only be used to ac-
commodate more transmissions but may directly be used to increase
the number of streams being transmitted as well.

3.3.2 MAC layer considerations
Leveraging gains: The spatial multiplexing gain can be achieved

when the transmit array transmits multiple independent streams of
data. When

NXYPZ � , the capacity bound of a MIMO link is
given by the following equation [2],6 D � GIH�J � / �=<?> 2 (10)

where > represents the average SNR at any one receive antenna. On
the other hand, when the multiple antennas are used only for array
and diversity gain, the asymptotic capacity is6 D 798[: � / �T<?>

A 2
(11)

where >
A

is a random SNR with a mean that increases only linearly
with the array gain and a variance that decreases with the diversity
order. Therefore, capacity grows linearly with K with spatial multi-
plexing, but only logarithmically with array and diversity gain.

Resource allocation and utilization: Unlike adaptive arrays, MIMO
links operate on several streams during spatial multiplexing. Note
that the different channel modes in a MIMO link do not experience
the same gain. Hence, when a link is allowed to use only a subset
of the maximum possible number of streams (say m out of K), it
can distribute its transmit power over just the \ strongest channel
modes (streams). Thus, when compared to two interfering links op-
erating using TDMA at the maximum number of streams K, letting
the links operate simultaneously but with the stronger ] � streams
will result in improving the overall utilization in the network. We
term the gains achievable through such simultaneous operation of
interfering but stream controlled links as stream control gains [7].

Scheduling: MIMO links also suffer from the “passive receiver
overloading” problem. However, the problem manifests itself in the
context of stream control. In a TDMA scheme using all streams
(
_^a`�bdc

) for transmission, if a passive receiver belongs to more
than one otherwise non-overlapping contention regions, then there
can be an active transmitter in each of those contention regions,
overloading the passive receiver with more streams that it can re-
ceive. On the other hand in a MIMO MAC employing pure stream
control, all the transmitters within a contention region use the best
subset of their streams such that no receiver in the region is over-
loaded. But if any of the receiver nodes also belong to other con-
tention regions, then this prevents the nodes in those other con-
tention regions from transmitting since this will overload the ac-
tive receiver. This in turn reduces the advantage of spatial reuse
resulting in a potential performance degradation and must hence be
addressed.

4. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A good way of looking at the problem of fair medium access is

to first associate each flow with a utility function. The utility func-
tion represents the satisfaction measure of the flow corresponding to
a parameter of interest. The parameter could be service (through-
put), delay, etc. If the utility functions are assumed to be concave,
then there exists a mapping between the maximization of the sum of
all utility functions and a system-wide notion of fairness. Further-
more, the nature of the utility function chosen determines the model



of fairness achieved [10]. Hence, the problem of fair channel ac-
cess equivalently reduces to the optimization problem of maximiz-
ing the aggregate utility of the network subject to the transmission
constraints with the appropriate choice of the utility function. We
adopt the proportional fairness model in this work, wherein a log-
arithmic (or diminishing returns) utility function is applied to each
flow [8]. A good exposition on the motivation for the fairness model
can be found in [10]. The transmission constraints are in turn deter-
mined by the physical layer properties and the optimization consid-
erations that are specific to the antenna technology.

The focus and contribution of this section is to extend the analyt-
ical framework for omni-directional antennas [8] to handle different
antenna technologies, and most importantly show how the problem
formulation with respect to the different technologies can be accom-
modated within the same analytical framework. We begin by briefly
explaining how the channel access problem in ad-hoc networks can
be formulated as a four-phase process generically, and then specif-
ically indicate how the four phases can be adapted with respect to
the specific technologies.

Phase 1: Node Graph Generation
Given the network topology, the node graph G = (V,E) is gener-

ated as in Figure 1 (a), where V represents the set of nodes in the
network, and E represents the set of edges between all those pairs
of nodes that are within transmission/reception range of each other.
This does not include edges between nodes that are within carrier-
sense range of each other. The adjacent nodes in Figure 1(a) are
assumed to be separated by about 250m7.

Phase 2: Flow Contention Graph Generation
From the node graph, the flow contention graph G’ = (V’,E’,W)

is generated as in Figure 1 (b), where V’ represents the links in G
that have a packet for transmission (active links). E’ represents the
edges between any two vertices in G’ (active links in G) that are
within contention range of each other. We define two vertices to be
within contention region of each other, if either of their transmis-
sions can cause interference at the other. The e

A f e
A

matrix W
represents the weights on the links [0,1] which are representative of
the strength of interference between the corresponding active links.
We can approximate the weights of the edges in the flow contention
graph as8,

�hg i� j glk im[nmpoTqsr9tvuxw�y%t � Pzi (12)

where j g{k i , j i , j P - �l| �~}��x|
and

Phi
represent the signal strength of

the interfering link
"

on � , signal strength of the communicating link� , required SNR threshold, and the noise level at the receiver of the
desired link � . Note that this model can be made more rigorous to
include the spatial correlation between the interfering signals in the
case of adaptive arrays and MIMO links.

Phase 3: Resource Constraint Graph Generation
The resource constraint graph G” = (V”,E”) that captures the var-

ious contention regions in the network topology based on the flow
contention graph, is then generated as in Figure 1 (c). It is essen-
tially a bipartite graph with the two sets of vertices being V’ and R,
where V” = V’ + R and R represents the set of resource vertices,
one for each contention region. Each resource vertex could be con-
sidered as the resource server for a contention region indicating the
total amount of resources ( � q�� , without flexible interference sup-�

The transmission/reception range is assumed to be 250 m with the
carrier sense range to be around 500 m in the examples that follow
in the rest of the paper.�

In general,
�@g i����#i�g

thereby leading to a directed flow contention
graph.

pression) available in the particular contention region. The links in
the set V’ have two parameters

/ ��� � � � qs� 2 indicating the amount
of resources available for transmission and reception respectively.
The edges in G” correspond to links going from the set V’ to set
R indicating the membership of the active links in the various con-
tention regions. These contention regions can be obtained by iden-
tifying the various maximal cliques9 in the flow contention graph.
Figure 1 c) represents the resource constraint graph for the example
considered. It can be seen that there are three maximal cliques

� � 	 ,� � , � B � that can be identified from Figure 1 b), namely
�
abc, acd,

cdef � .

Phase 4: Problem Formulation
Given the resource constraint graph, the channel allocation prob-

lem can be modeled as a utility maximization problem subject to the
transmission constraints.

For each flow, consider a utility function U(s), for a service (al-
location in streams) s that is continuous, differentiable, increasing
and strictly concave over the range

c * ) . Also consider some time
window [ �����d� ,�p<���� ]. Let

6 glk iS/ � 2 be the instantaneous channel
allocation indicator as a function of time. If

6 glk iS/ � 2  \ , then the
vertex i (

"F� e
A
) in the flow contention graph has obtained an allo-

cation of m streams in the contention region j (� � - ) at time � . Let� g / � 2 be the channel allocation (service) for flow i in time [0,t].
The model should incorporate the optimization considerations that

are specific to the antenna technology. This can be achieved by sub-
jecting the considerations as constraints to the channel access prob-
lem. Let � g~/{7 2 denote the time for service of l streams for the link i.
The problem of media access can now be modeled as,

�?�[�S�����l�;�a� g��z �¡ g1¢x£¥¤T¦ �¨§ � ¡ g�©0ª � g  ¬« ¢ª «
£

(13)

with the allocation being, « £  � £ � g  ¬« ¢®© � g  9«�¯�° ¢�±�²³g  9« ¢�£ (14)¤F¦ ��§ � ²³g  ¬« ¢®© ����´sµ ²³g{k i  9« ¢%¶
subject to the constraints specific to the antenna technology. The
above allocation indicates that for a link

"
to gain channel access in

a slot, it must receive non-zero allocation in each of the resource
(contention) regions, and the allocation obtained would be the min-
imal of that obtained over all the contention regions. Since the ob-
jective function remains the same, we focus only on the constraint
formulation when discussing the last phase with respect to each of
the antenna technologies.

4.1 Omni-directional Antennas
The node graph is obtained as mentioned before. Figure 1(a) is

used as a running example to work through the phases.
The flow contention graph is generated from the node graph. The

vertices (links) in V’ that are within the reception range of each
other have their link weights set to 1. Links that are out of reception
range but inside the carrier-sensing range have a weight between 0
and 1, while those lying outside the carrier-sensing range have their
weights set to 0. Since only one element (resource) is available, as
long as two links have an edge of non-zero weight between them,
then only one of them can be active in any time slot. Hence, all the
edges present in the graph have a weight of 1. Figure 1(b) represents
the flow contention graph for the node graph in Figure 1(a) with all
the edge weights set to 1.

The resource constraint graph is obtained such that each of the
resource servers has a resource of only one, with the amount of
resources available to the links also being limited to one ( � 
·
A clique is a complete subgraph, and a maximal clique is a clique

not contained within another clique of larger cardinality.
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Figure 2: Switched Beam Graphs

�a� �  � qs�  � ). Furthermore, there can be only one winner
in any contention region since a link can be allotted only an inte-
gral number of resources. Figure 1(c) represents the corresponding
resource constraint graph for the example considered with � � � 
� qs�  � .

The utility maximization problem is thus subject to the following
constraints, �È £  « � g ²³glk i  ¬« ¢�É ° £ (16)

¤F¦ �¨§Ê� ²³g  ¬« ¢Ë© ° £ �{Ìdµ ²³glk i  ¬« ¢®© ° ¶[£ MÈ@ÍÏÎ© Ð�£®Ñ « ¦ �¨§ ¤ � ¡ �
The above constraint implies that there can be only one winner in
each contention region and a link can gain access to a slot only if it
wins in all the contention regions that it belongs to.

4.2 Switched Beam Antennas
The node graph is generated as described before in Figure 1(a).

However, if range extension is exploited, then the number of edges
between nodes in the node graph will accordingly increase.

The flow contention graph is significantly different from Figure
1(b) due to the directionality involved. It is presented in Figure 2(a).
For a given traffic pattern, the active links in the network are de-
termined. Now, two links are said to have an edge between them,
if either of the receivers is within the reception/sensing range of
the transmitters of both the links on the same beam, in the case of
uni-directional communication. In the case of bi-directional com-
munication, both the ends of a link must be considered as a receiver
in deciding if it contended with another link. Further, if the direc-
tional gain is to be used for range extension, then the corresponding
range extension factor can be obtained from equation 3 and the flow
contention graph can be generated taking into account the extended
range of communication and interference in the node graph. The
weights on the edges between links are still

�
0,1 � due to the lack of

fine grained interference suppression. The incorporation of direc-
tionality in the generation of the flow contention graph, exploits the
additional degree of spatial reuse resulting from directional trans-
missions by reducing the number of edges between links. How-
ever, the flow contention graph does not account for the effect of

side lobes, to model which we use another flow contention graph
which we refer to as the supplement graph hereafter. The supple-
ment graph is essentially the omni-directional flow contention graph
for the same network graph (see Figure 2(b)).

The resource constraint graph is generated in the same manner as
in the omni-directional case. However, to model the effect of side
lobes, we consider every node to have a main beam with a peak gain
of unity and side lobes of a smaller but uniform gain along the other�Ò�Ó� beam directions (a conical main lobe and a spherical side
lobe) with a front-side lobe ratio, f (

$ �Ô� ). . Hence, whenever a
link is scheduled its neighbors that lie along the beam direction in
the supplement graph are updated with an increased noise power in
a diametrically opposite beam. Whenever a link is to be scheduled
in the flow contention graph its total noise power along all the beam
directions is accumulated from the supplement graph to check if
the SNR threshold is still maintained (see equation 18). If so, then
the link is scheduled. The constraints to the problem can now be
formulated as, �È £  « � g ²³g{k i  9« ¢ÕÉ ° £ (17)

¤T¦ ��§ � ²³g  9« ¢Ö© ° £ �lÌ�µ ²³glk i  9« ¢¥© ° ¶[£ zÈzÍ®Î
×@× ]hØ 	�Ù@Ú�Û

Ü g   � ¢ÞÝ~¤#g iÌ É °ß Ü Î �l| �~}��x|© Ð�£®Ñ « ¦ ��§ ¤ � ¡ � (18)

where � is the total number of elements (beams),
� g i

is the inter-
ference weight between the links

"
and � , and

P g / \ 2
is a variable

corresponding to link
"

such that,Ü g   � ¢Ë© àl£ �{Ìdá à « § �;´ ¡ ��� ¡¨¡ � Ñ ´ ¡ � àUÑ ´�âzãx�v�;�0ä ��§Ê�vå « � Ñ ´��
If instead of range extension, a direct increase in capacity is re-

quired by switching to higher modulation rates, then the resource
in each contention region can be viewed to be scaled by a factor
(

6
. , given in equation 5) with each link’s allocation being limited

to
�
0,

6
.p� .

4.3 Fully Adaptive Array Antennas
The node graph is the same as in the other antenna technologies

(Figure 1(a)). But if range extension is employed, the number of
edges would increase.
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Figure 3: Adaptive Array Graphs

The flow contention graph is generated in the same way as for
the omni-directional antennas. However, since the adaptive array
antennas are capable of fine grained interference suppression, the
edges between the links can have weights between 0 and 1 ( )êé�hg i é � , see Figure 3(a)). Also, the range extension resulting from
the array gain (see equations 6 and 7) can be incorporated in the
generation of the flow contention graph.

The procedure for the resource constraint graph generation re-
mains the same. However, the resource servers have a total of �
(= number of elements) resources each, with only one resource be-
ing used by any link for its own transmission. The remaining re-
sources are used by the link for flexible interference suppression
( �ë� �  � � � qs�  � ). The resource constraint graph is presented
in Figure 3(b).

The constraints for adaptive array antennas are thus,�È £  « � g ²³glk i  ¬« ¢�É ° £ (19)

¤F¦ �¨§Ê� ²³g  ¬« ¢Ë© ° £ �{Ì4µ ²³g{k i  ¬« ¢ì© ° ¶[£ �È@ÍÏÎ© Ð�£®Ñ « ¦ �¨§ ¤ � ¡ �í  �¡ 	 ¢³î í  �¡ � ¢³îïÝ Ý Ýðî í  �¡ ] ¢
(20) « £  �z�pñ ¤ ñ g ² ñ  9« ¢�ÉKòó£ �{Ì ²³g  ¬« ¢�îôÐ�£
(21)¤T¦ �¨§ � à Í®õ £ « ¦ � ¡ � « Ñ Ì à ��´�ö ¡�¡�÷ å ¦ « ¦ � «á ¡ Ñ �ó� ÈzÍ®Î £ Ì Ñ § ¤F¦ �lå ¦ µ   àl£ È ¢ Í¥øhù ×@×   � £ È ¢ Í¥øhù ¶�ó�;�  ¬ú g   à¬¢1¢�û ���[�  Uú i   à9¢1¢x£ Ì Ñ §@�hâ;��ü[�¨´ ¡ �¨§Êü;�lå~� à{£ (24)¤F¦ ��§ �³� Í³Î#øzý £ ÈhÍ³þ'ÿ�� ú ø

If the streams are arranged in the descending order of their gains
ó/1c g 2
, then the constraint in equation 20 ensures that the strongest

stream will always be chosen. Constraint in equation 21 incorpo-
rates the flexible interference suppression possible through adap-
tive array antennas. This in turn, creates more resources and hence
more transmissions in the same contention region if the interfer-
ence caused by some links is weak. Thus, while the total num-
ber of resources used in any contention region can potentially be
greater than � , the total number of resources used up by any link
in any contention region cannot exceed � . If the array gain is to be
used towards increasing the capacity directly rather than increasing
the range, then the resource in each contention region ( � ) can be
viewed to be scaled by a factor (

6
. , given in equation 9) with each

link’s allocation being limited to
�
0,

6
.p� .

To enable passive receiver overloading it becomes necessary to
identify links belonging to multiple contention regions (“red links”)
from those that belong to a single contention region (“white links”).
The procedure adopted to color the links is explained in the follow-
ing section. The last constraint ensures that a two level scheduling
of the red and white links is performed, with the red links being
scheduled before the white links. This would help the white links
maximize the utilization when scheduled separately by avoiding the
problem of passive receiver overloading, and also help achieve pro-
portional fairness.
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Figure 4: MIMO Links Graphs

4.4 MIMO Links
The node graph generation remains the same as in the other cases

(Figure 1(a)).
The flow contention graph is generated in the same manner as in

the case of adaptive array antennas (Figure 4(a)).
The resource constraint graph is similar to the one in adaptive

array antennas, except that every link can potentially use all its �
resources for transmission as shown in Figure 4(b) ( � � �  � qs� 
� ). Coloring is once again required to enable passive receiver over-
loading. Only the white links perform stream control, while the red
links operate on all available � streams.

The problem of media access now has the following constraints,�È £  « � g ²³glk i  ¬« ¢�É ò £
(26)

¤F¦ ��§ � ²³g  ¬« ¢®© ����´sµ ²³g{k i  9« ¢%¶Ð É ²³glk i  ¬« ¢�É ò �{Ì�� Í®þ ÿ�� ú ø £ �;´�ä
(28)²³g{k i  ¬« ¢®© µ Ð�£�òë¶ �{Ì�� Í®Î=øzý
(29)í  �¡ 	 ¢³î í  l¡ � ¢Ïî Ý[Ý Ý�î í  l¡ ] ¢
(30) « £  � � ñ ¤ ñ g ² ñ  ¬« ¢�É ò £ �{Ì ²³g  ¬« ¢�îôÐ�£
(31)
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(34)¤F¦ �¨§Ê��� Í³Î=øzý £ ÈhÍ³þ'ÿ�� ú ø

The primary concern of the model is to perform the two-level col-
ored scheduling to eliminate the under-utilization that results due to
the bottleneck links. This is captured in the last set of constraints
where the red links are scheduled before the white links, and when
scheduled they receive all � streams as allocation. On the other
hand the white links that get scheduled later can receive service
anywhere between 0 and � streams depending on the fair share
in their maximal clique, due to stream control. If the streams are
arranged in the descending order of their gains


ó/1cxg 2
, then the con-

straint in equation 30 ensures that the best streams are chosen by
the white links. Note that the amount of resources used up at the
resource server is determined by the edge weights in the flow con-
tention graph and hence the gain of flexible interference suppression
is automatically leveraged by way of more resources being available
at the resource servers due to weak interference.

5. UNIFIED MAC FRAMEWORK
The objective of the centralized algorithm is to maximize the ag-

gregate utilization of the network subject to the transmission con-
straints and conforming to the fairness model. Coming up with a
feasible10 schedule that also maximizes utilization is a well-understood
problem. The pseudo-code for the outline of the proposed solution	 Û
Satisfying the constraints and conforming to the fairness model.



is presented in Figure 5 and consists of three components: (i) The
first component generates the flow contention graph (Step 1) and
determines all the contention regions (maximal cliques) in the flow
contention graph and arrives at the minimum clique cover. Maxi-
mal cliques define distinct contention regions in the network where
there can be only as many winners in any contention region as to
not exceed the number of resources in the region. (ii) The second
component colors the links. The fairness model that we employ is
proportional fairness. A property of proportional fairness in shared
wireless medium access is that the solution tends to favor links that
belong to a single contention region (non-bottleneck links) from
those that belong to multiple contention regions (bottleneck links).
Hence, it becomes vital for the algorithm to identify the bottleneck
links from the non-bottleneck links and schedule them appropriately
to ensure proportional fairness. We refer to this process as coloring
(Step 2). (iii) Once the maximal cliques are obtained and the vertices
of the flow contention graph are colored, the final component of the
algorithm schedules the links within and across the slots, satisfying
the constraints and adhering to the fairness model (Step 3).

To begin with, we explain these three components generically and
then discuss the details with respect to the specific antenna technolo-
gies.

5.1 Clique identification
Identifying all the maximal cliques in a graph is known to be an

NP-Hard problem. Hence the centralized algorithm makes use of an
algorithm that is capable of determining all the maximal cliques in
chordal graphs (having cycles of size + 4) in linear (in the number
of vertices) time. It first determines the perfect elimination ordering
(PEO) using LexBFS (Lexicographic Breadth First Search) [11] for
the chordal graph and then applies a linear algorithm that detects all
the maximal cliques given the PEO using a theorem by Fulkerson
and Gross [12].

Though the algorithm works only for graphs having cycles of size
less than four, note that the graph in our case corresponds to the flow
contention graph. Hence for a cycle of size four to be present in the
flow contention graph, a cycle of atleast size eight must be present in
the node graph with no nodes being present inside the cycle, which
is an unlikely scenario. For the flow contention graph in Figure 1(b),
the different maximal cliques are cdef, abc and acd.

5.2 Coloring
To be able to color the links, it is first necessary to rank them.

Every vertex (link) has two attributes (d,s) : clique degree d (number
of maximal cliques that the vertex belongs to) and maximum size s
of all possible cliques that it belongs to. The vertices are ranked
lexicographically based on the tuple (d,s) with the vertex having the
highest degree ranked first, and the maximum size s is used to break
ties. However, it is not necessary to rank vertices that have a degree
of one.

Initially all the vertices are colored white11 (line 1, see Figure 5).
Based on the tuple information (d,s) for each vertex, the vertices are
ranked lexicographically as described before (lines 2-3). Then the
vertex with the highest rank is recursively chosen, and colored red,
following which, the particular red colored vertex and edges ema-
nating from it are removed from G’ (lines 4-5). The tuple (d,s) of
the remaining vertices in G’ are updated and the remaining vertices
are re-ranked once again (line 6). The process repeats until no more
vertices can be colored red (line 7).

In Figure 1(b), vertex c obtains the highest rank with a degree of
3, followed by d that as a degree of 2 and a maximum size of 4.	x	

A white (red) vertex in G’ corresponds to a white (red) link in the
network.

Vertex c is colored red first, followed by vertex d in the next cycle.
The rest of the vertices remain colored white.

5.3 Schedule
The number of resources that can be used by any link for its trans-

mission ( � � � ) and the total number of resources that can be toler-
ated in any contention region ( � qs� ), vary from one antenna tech-
nology to another. If slot is considered to be the basic time unit,
then we broadly divide the time axis into units that we refer to as
slot sequences (slot seq). A slot sequence consists of the minimum
number of slots required to provide a service of atleast � � � to ev-
ery link in the network. We identify the slot sequence with respect
to the different antenna technologies subsequently (line 9 in Figure
5). The schedule repeats after every slot sequence. Within every
slot sequence, we execute a two-level scheduling of the red and the
white links. The red links are scheduled first followed by the white
links and the switching between the red and white links is done in
accordance such that at the end of the slot sequence every link has
obtained a service of atleast ��� � . The two-level scheduling along
with the appropriate switching conditions ensure that the resulting
scheduling vector in a slot sequence is proportionally fair (formal
proof in [13]). Hence, as long as time is considered as an integral
multiple of slot sequences, the resulting scheduling vector will also
be a proportionally fair one.

Within a slot sequence, the schedule begins with the red links
(line 11). The red links always transmit on only ��� � resources.
Hence, the subset of red links not having received an allocation of� � � resources is chosen subject to the conditions that they have
atleast � � � resources with them and their neighbors have enough
resources to suppress their transmission. Then the red link with the
minimum service obtained thus far is scheduled from the subset (line
14) and the resources at the concerned link and the neighboring links
are updated to reflect this transmission (lines 33-34). The strength
of the interference between the pairs of links is taken into account in
the update of resources. As many red links from the subset chosen
are scheduled in this fashion, as long as the link and its neighbors
have sufficient resources. When no more red links can be scheduled
in the same slot, in order to maximize the utilization, white links are
attempted to be scheduled. The white links can transmit with any
number of resources in the range [1, �d� � ]. Hence, they are allot-
ted one resource after another. This granularity of allocation for the
white links makes it possible for several white links in the same con-
tention region to transmit simultaneously (provided � qs� �0� ). As
in the case of red links, the subset of white links, each with sufficient
resources both at its neighbors as well as itself for a single stream
transmission, is chosen (line 16). The white link with the minimum
service is then scheduled and the resources are updated at the link
and its neighbors (lines 24 and 35-37). The process continues un-
til all possible white links are scheduled with as many resources as
possible. The schedule then moves to the next slot after re-setting
the parameters (line 30).

When the red link with minimum service exceeds the white link
with minimum service, the schedule switches to the white links (line
21). The white links are now scheduled as before (lines 22-25), and
when all possible white links have been scheduled, the red links are
attempted to be scheduled (lines 26-29). The subtle difference from
before is that when the red links (chosen from the subset of red links
with available resources) are scheduled in the same slot as the white
links, the red link with maximum rank number (lowest in rank) is
scheduled instead of the red link with the lowest service (lines 32-
34). By serving the red link with the lowest rank, we eliminate lesser
contention regions and hence try to maximize the utilization in the
slot. The procedure continues until the white link with minimum
service has exceeded the red link with maximum service.
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: Network Topology graph G = (V,E), and K
V = nodes in the network
E = pair of nodes within reception range of each other
K = number of antenna elements at each node

Step1: First generate the Flow Contention Graph G’ = (V’,E’)
from G based on neighborhood properties

Step 2: Color the vertices in G’ (links in G): COLOR(G’)
Step 3: Obtain the schedule : SCHEDULE(G”)

COLOR(G’)
1 Color all the links WHITE
2 Rank the links based on the tuple (d,s)
3 White links all have a rank of � (some large value)
4 Choose the highest rank (smallest number first) link and color it RED
5 Remove this link and all edges emanating for further coloring
6 Re-rank the remaining links after updating (d,s) values
7 If there are no links with rank ��� exit, else goto line 4

SCHEDULE(G”)
8 �
������� , ������� �"!���# = 0, �$����%'&(�$!���#*),+.-0/ ,1$232 %�! 1$4 �"%65 # = 0, � 2 % 4 �7598 ��: = 0
9 Determine � 2 % 4 ����;
10 While ( � 2 % 4 �7598 ��:=<>� 2 % 4 ����; )
11 While ?@?7AB�75C?7�6���'� �"!���#EDF<GAB�75C?7�6���'� �"!�� n D@D�0� RED, HIHKJ�� WHITE
12 Find I L RED, such that, �B�0� I, �����6%6&M��!��6#ONP+.Q9/RHIH������� �7!���#I�K+.QS/RHIHT?U�$����%'&(�$!�� n NWVF# nFX +.Q�/MY�RJZ� � ���\[^]M_`%6�a?U�7D`YbHIH 1$232 %'! 1$4 �"%'5 nTcPd D
13 While (I e)gf )
14 Do Schedule red(1)
15 Find I

16 Find J L WHITE, such that, �ih.� J, ���6��%6&M�$!�� 5 Nkj�HIH?U�$����%'&M��!���lmNWV 5 l Y*�
;I� � ���U[ ]M_`%'�^?nhaD`YFHIH 1$232 %�! 1$4 �"%65�l cod D
17 While (J e)gf )
18 Do Schedule white
19 Find J
20 � 2 % 4 �U598 ��:�pqpiY*�B�������@Y 1$232 %�! 1$4 �"%65S#b) d Yb�$����%'&M��!���#*),+r-�/
21 While ?7AB�75C?7�6���'� �"!�� n DG�PA 1 :9?7������� �"!���#sD�Y*�C� RED, HIHKJZ� WHITE)
22 Find J L WHITE, such that, �ih.� J, ���6��%6&M�$!�� 5 Nkj�HIH?U�$����%'&M��!���lmNWV 5 l Y*�
;I� � ���U[ ]M_`%'�^?nhaD`YFHIH 1$232 %�! 1$4 �"%65�l cod D
23 While (J e)gf )
24 Do Schedule white
25 Find J
26 Find I L RED, such that, �B��� I, �$����%'&(�$!���#ONP+.Q�/iHIHt�����'� �"!���#u�K+rQ9/iHIH?U�$����%'&M��!�� n NWVF# nFX +.Q�/MY*�iJZ� � ���U[ ]M_`%'�^?U�7D`Y�H�H 1 232 %�! 1$4 �7%'5 n cod D
27 While (I e)kf )
28 Do Schedule red(0)
29 Find I
30 � 2 % 4 �U598 ��:�pqpiY*�B�������@Y 1$232 %�! 1$4 �"%65 # ) d Yb�$����%'&M��!�� # ),+ -�/
Schedule red(opt)
31 If (opt), choose the link �0� I, such that, �����'� �"!�� # ),A
�U5*?7������� �7!�� (I))
32 else choose the link �C� I, such that, ������� �"!�� # ),A 1 :9?U� 1 59v (I))
33 �����'� �"!���#b)t�����'� �"!���#0pq+.QS/wY 1$232 %�! 1$4 �"%65S#b)xj
34 �.JZ� � ���\[^]M_`%6�a?U�7D`Y��$����%'&M��!�� n ),�$����%'&M��!�� n�y VF# nFX +.Q�/
Schedule white()
35 Choose the link JZ� J, such that ������� �"!�� n ),AB�75C?7�6���'� �"!�� (J))
36 ������� �7!�� n )t������� �7!�� n pqpzY 1$2\2 %'! 1 4 �7%'5 n )tj ,
37 �Rh.� � ���U[ ]M_`%'�^?nJ'D�Y����6��%6&M�$!�� 5 ),�����6%6&M�$!�� 5 y V n 5

Figure 5: Pseudo Code for Centralized Algorithm

In the rest of this section, we outline how the resources are uti-
lized in each contention region with respect to each of the antenna
technologies and also show how the resource constraints are met and
the optimization considerations identified in Section 3 are leveraged.

5.4 Instantiations

5.4.1 Omni-directional Antennas
Every link can transmit and receive on only one resource ( � � � 

� ) and every contention region also has only one resource ( � qs� 
� ). The slot sequence is thus determined by the largest maximal
clique in the flow contention graph since the transmission by one
link prevents all the other links in the same contention region from
transmitting in the same slot. The weights of all the edges in the
flow contention graph are one, and hence transmission by any link
will reduce the resources of all the other links in the same contention
region to zero. For this reason, it is not essential to distinguish be-
tween the red and white links. Hence, all the links can be colored
red without going through the elaborate process of finding all the
maximal cliques and only the part of the algorithm in Figure 5 that
is relevant to the red links will be triggered (lines 8-15 and 31-34).
In scheduling a red link within a slot, the one with the minimum
service is chosen, which is achieved by setting the parameter

8 ��� to
1 (line 14).

5.4.2 Switched-beam Antennas
The flow contention graph is generated for the given traffic pat-

tern taking directionality into account. For a � element array, �
beams of

BxW Û] degrees each are considered. However, the presence
of scattering limits the gains obtained from increasing � , and must
be accounted for in the generation of the flow contention graph. Ev-
ery link and contention region in a switched-beam environment also
has only one resource ( � � �  � qs�  � ). Thus the slot sequence

is again given by the size of the largest maximal clique in the flow
contention graph. As before, all the links in switched-beam can also
be colored red and hence only the aspects of the algorithm relevant
to the red link scheduling are invoked (lines 8-15 and 31-34 with

8 � �
set to 1). Since switched-beam links do not perform flexible inter-
ference suppression, the weights of the edges in the flow contention
graph are all set to one. Hence, the transmission by one link reduces
the resource at each of the neighboring links in the flow contention
graph to zero (line 34 with

�Tg iê � and � � �  � ). The side
lobes are accounted for in the supplement graph. Each link � in the
supplement graph also maintains a resource variable

�!�[c 8a{��a|Ê�{i¨k �`}$~
which is initially set to

	mpoTq . Whenever a link
"

is scheduled, the re-
source of all the neighboring links (

P /l" 2
) in the supplement graph is

diminished by the appropriate noise power ( � #
n. ,

$
being the front-

side lobe ratio) as in,

�!�!cÊ8a{��a|Ê� i¨k �`}$~d��!�[c 8a{��a|Ê� i¨k �`}$~ � � g i$ �u� � �TP /l" 2
(36)

Thus, whenever a link
"

is a candidate to be scheduled in the flow
contention graph due to the availability of resource (

���[cÊ8�{���|v�~g�
� ), then its corresponding resource (

���[cÊ8a{���|v�¨g{k �E} ~
) in the supple-

ment graph is also checked. If it happens to be greater than zero
then the link is scheduled.

If range extension is desired, then this is incorporated in the gen-
eration of flow contention graph that is fed to the algorithm. On the
other hand, if capacity increase is desired, then the resource of each
link and contention region ( � � �  � qs�  � ) can be viewed to be
increased by the factoral increase in capacity (

6
. , given by equation

5). But the resource in the supplement graph remains unchanged and
is totally decoupled from the resource in the flow contention graph.



5.4.3 Adaptive Array Antennas
The flow contention graph that is fed as input to the algorithm

is the same as in the omni-directional case. However, the number
of resources handled by each link changes. Every link is capable
of transmitting on only one resource as in the previous cases, but
can handle (suppress) upto � �Y� resources ( � being the num-
ber of antenna elements). Though the transmission resource per
link ( � � � ) is one, the resources per contention region ( � qs� ) is � .
Since several links in a contention region can transmit in the same
slot based on the availability of resources, the slot sequence will be
in the range of [

Ù L � � ñ g3� }[}
] , \ �S� |Ê79"@�a{s�

] and can be determined
from the flow contention graph. The possibility of multiple winners
in a contention region calls for coloring and two level scheduling
to ensure a proportionally fair vector as well as to enable passive
receiver overloading. Hence, all components of the algorithm pre-
sented in Figure 5 are relevant to adaptive arrays, with the

8 ��� pa-
rameter being set to 0 in line 28 based on the reasoning provided
in the earlier part of the section. The flexible interference suppres-
sion characteristic of adaptive arrays is taken care of in the update
of resources (lines 34 and 37) where the appropriate edge weights
(
�zg i

) are used in deciding the amount of resources required to be
sacrificed for suppressing interference. Further, since the algorithm
tries to use up all the resources in a contention region by appro-
priately scheduling transmissions, the gains from diversity are not
going to be significant. However, the array gain can be still be used
for range extension or capacity increase similar to the directive gain
in switched beam antennas. In the case of capacity increase, the re-
source at each link and contention region (1, � ) can be viewed to
increase by the factoral increase in capacity (

6
. , as in equation 9).

5.4.4 MIMO Links
The critical difference in MIMO links from that of adaptive ar-

rays is that the number of resources that can be transmitted by any
link ( �a� � ) can also be � , in addition to the amount of resources in a
contention region ( � qs� ) being � . In order to be able to leverage the
advantages of stream control, without suffering from the disadvan-
tages of passive receiver overloading problem, coloring of the links
is performed (lines 1-7). The red links are always made to transmit
on all � resources (line 33) while its only the white links that oper-
ate on [1, � ] resources. Hence, the white links alone perform stream
control by sharing the resources in the contention region and oper-
ating simultaneously. Thus the slot sequence required for all the
links to achieve an allocation of atleast ��� � resources reduces to
that of the largest maximal clique as in the case of omni-directional
and switched-beam antennas. The resources in a contention region
are allotted to the white links in the contention region one by one
(line 36) until all the resources are used up, so that the gains of
stream control are maximized. Further, since the white links in a
contention region share all the resources in the region (lines 35-37),
scheduling of red links during the white link scheduling (lines 26-
29 and 31-34 with

8 ���  ) ) does not arise. Also, the update of
resources is performed based on the actual weights of the edges in
the flow contention graph, and hence leverages the advantages of
flexible interference suppression as in adaptive arrays (lines 34 and
37).

6. PERFORMANCE INSIGHTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the different an-

tenna technologies under different network configurations and de-
rive insights from the study. We present results for the technologies
evaluated over a network configuration of 100 nodes in 1500m *
1500m area. The results for other network configurations are omit-
ted due to lack of space. We consider the following components: (i)

impact of scattering, (ii) impact of number of elements, and (iii)
impact of load. Each of these components are viewed from the
perspectives of, when the available antenna gains are used towards
range extension, and when they are used for capacity (rate) increase.

We use an event-driven packet level simulator. We consider dif-
ferent angles of scattering from 45 degrees to as high as 180 degrees
to study the impact of different degrees of multipath in the network.
The number of elements used is from the set

�
1, 4, 6, 8, 12 � . The

load on the network can be anywhere from 5 flows to 40 flows from
the set

�
5, 10, 20, 30, 40 � . We primarily use throughput (transmis-

sions/slot) as the metric of evaluation. We use the antenna pattern
model used in [5] for the main lobe, and side lobe gains of switched
beam antennas. Further, the SNR on each of the link is assumed to
be 10db in order to achieve a specific level of probability of error
on the link. Each of the simulations is run for 500 time slots. Every
data point in the graphs presented subsequently is averaged over 10
random seeds. Mobility is not considered in our simulations. The
flows in the network are all multi-hop flows and are considered to be
back-logged throughout the simulation. Each of the flows is gener-
ated with a random source-destination pair. The routes for the flows
are obtained using a shortest path routing protocol and fed as input
to the algorithm to perform scheduling for channel access.

6.1 Performance Trade-offs

6.1.1 Impact of Scattering
We first consider the performance of switched beam antennas in

the case of LOS. In this case, MIMO links should change their strat-
egy to operate as an adaptive array since spatial multiplexing cannot
be leveraged in LOS. Figure 6 shows the performance of switched-
beam and adaptive arrays in LOS environments for varying number
of elements and flows respectively for both the cases of range exten-
sion and rate increase. The gain in adaptive arrays over the switched
beam antennas is due to its flexible interference suppression capa-
bilities and also due to the degradation suffered by switched beam
antennas from scalloping loss. The degradation due to scalloping
loss would be even more significant in mobile environments.

Observation 1: In the presence of LOS, adaptive beamforming
provides the best performance. MIMO links cannot leverage spatial
multiplexing; hence change of strategy is required for MIMO.

Figure 7 presents the performance of switched beam antennas in
varying degrees of multipath. Adaptive arrays are considered for
reference in these results. In the presence of multipath, adaptive ar-
rays are not significantly impacted as long as each link is able to
control the number of transmissions in its neighborhood. However,
switched beam antennas suffer significantly with increasing multi-
path. In the presence of multipath, beyond a certain number of el-
ements (determined by the scattering angle) the performance tends
to saturate, and the knee of the saturation point keeps shifting to the
left with increasing multipath.

Observation 2: Switched beam antennas suffer from multipath
unlike adaptive arrays and MIMO links.

6.1.2 Impact of Number of Elements
The environment considered is a multipath environment with a

scattering angle of 60 degrees. The load in the network is main-
tained a constant of 20 flows while the number of elements is varied.
Each of the flows is a multi-hop flow with an average of 4-5 hops
each. The results are presented in Figures 8(a) and (c). The follow-
ing observations can be made: (i) The MIMO links outperform all
the technologies under consideration, owing to the potential linear
increase in capacity and the optimization considerations. The im-
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Figure 6: Line of Sight
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Figure 7: Impact of Scattering

provement over the adaptive array antennas is due to the fact that
MIMO links employ spatial multiplexing to exploit all available re-
sources efficiently. A potential reason for the inefficient resource
utilization in adaptive array antennas stems from cases where the
number of links in a contention region is less than the number of el-
ements. (ii) Switched beam’s performance tends to saturate beyond
the use of six elements due to the scattering angle of 60 degrees.

When range extension is exploited, with an increase in the num-
ber of elements, the number of active neighboring links to any link
considered also increases due to the increased range. Hence, it
is possible for the per-source throughput to scale (with number of
nodes) as long as the number of elements is sufficient to hit full
network connectivity and accommodate all transmissions in the net-
work. While this is potentially true for adaptive arrays and MIMO
links, the presence of strong multipath could saturate switched-beam’s
throughput without helping it to scale. In the case where rate in-
crease is leveraged, the number of active neighboring links does not
change. But employing higher rates increases the link capacity log-
arithmically (with elements) in the case of switched beam and adap-
tive, and linearly in the case of MIMO links. Again, in the case
of switched beam antennas, strong multipath would limit its perfor-
mance.

Observation 3: Average number of active neighboring links is an
influential parameter in performance. In range extension, increas-
ing elements increases the number of active neighboring links, un-
like in rate increase where the gain comes purely from employing
higher rates.

6.1.3 Impact of Load
The number of elements is fixed at six and the load in the network

is increased upto 40 multi-hop flows. The scattering angles are con-
sidered only from 90 degrees onwards, since the impact of scattering
on a six element link is felt only from 90 degrees onwards. The re-

sults are shown in Figures 8(b) and (d). The MIMO links exhibit the
best performance. Since the number of elements is fixed, the trans-
mission ranges are fixed. However, increasing the load increases the
number of active neighboring links to any link considered. In the
case of adaptive arrays and MIMO links, when the number of ac-
tive neighbor links increases beyond � (= number of elements), the
throughput starts to saturate (transmissions in the contention region
bounded by � ). Further, when the load is light and the number of
active links in a contention region is less than � , then the through-
put in the contention region and hence performance is bounded by
the number of active neighboring links for adaptive arrays, while it
is still bounded by � in the case of MIMO links. In the case of
switched beam antennas, more than the number of active neighbor-
ing links, it is the orientation of communication of the neighboring
links that matter. Hence, more than � transmissions can possibly
be scheduled in the same region thereby showing a slight increasing
trend in performance with increasing load. But for a given � , the
transmissions in a contention region can be viewed to be bounded
by the number of active neighboring links. However, the reduction
in performance due to multipath is much more significant. Also,
they are not capable of performing flexible interference suppression
unlike adaptive arrays and MIMO links.

Observation 4: Increasing the load increases the number of active
neighboring links; but performance is bounded by the number of
links that can be accommodated in a contention region, which in
turn is determined by the number of elements.

6.1.4 Range Extension vs. Rate Increase
From the results presented thus far in Figures 6, 7 and 8, it can be

clearly seen, that the performance improvements obtained from us-
ing the gains towards rate increase are far more than those obtained
from using the gains for range extension. This is possibly because,
when the gains are used for range extension, with a decrease in the
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Figure 8: General Performance Trade-offs

number of hops resulting from increased range, the spatial reuse also
decreases. However, when the gains are used for rate increase, the
spatial reuse is retained while the capacity is increased. However,
the observation that rate increase always provides better gains than
range extension, may not be true for all the antenna technologies.
In fact, in [13] we show that there exist conditions in the case of
adaptive arrays and switched beam antennas for this to hold true.

7. RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any related

work in literature, that performs a systematic study of the different
antenna technologies in the context of medium access control in ad
hoc networks. While there have been in-numerous works at the PHY
layer with respect to the antenna technologies, work at the MAC
layer is restricted predominantly to developing distributed protocols
for switched beam antennas. To name a few [4–6] aim to address the
issue of distributed medium access control in ad-hoc networks with
switched beam antennas, while [14] considers cellular scenarios in
which the base-stations are equipped with smart antennas. The goal
in [5] was to estimate a lower bound on the overall performance
of an ad-hoc networks with switched beam antennas. [4] and [15]
are works that exploit the directive gain provided by directional an-
tennas for purposes of range extension and minimization of power
consumption respectively.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this work, we have attempted to bring together the modeling

of medium access control for ad hoc networks with different an-
tenna technologies under a common framework and use it towards
the design of unified centralized algorithms. The distributed coun-
terparts are presented in [13] due to lack of space here. Finally,
the algorithms are used to provide insights into the performance of
the different technologies. There are some issues existing as part of
our future work: (a) OL-MIMO with antenna selection is an alter-
native to CL-MIMO with stream control, that gives lesser improve-
ment but significantly reduces overheads; (b) Modeling of range ex-
tension resulting from the simultaneous use of multiple streams;(c)
Optimization considerations in the presence of mobility, where the
significance of diversity gains is increased; and (d) In an orthogonal
direction, using the antenna gains toward power optimization.
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